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FOREWORD

We’ve come a long way over the last century or so. From humble beginnings, the car has become th

SUV and luxury sedan. Computers, and technological innovations of all stripes, have far exceeded th
wildest dreams of visionaries and even science-fiction writers of the early twentieth century. Today’
explosion of electronic toys, games, and devices has created a new universe of imagination and give
kids the ability to put themselves in incredible make-believe worlds.
But perhaps we’ve also lost something along the way. The “good old days” of the early 1900
embodied a truly simpler time, but also a time when self-sufficiency was a highly valued skill. It wa
a period in history when the measure of a man—and a boy—was gauged by his working knowledge o
general sciences, his proficiency in outdoor skills, his ability to craft projects in wood and metal, an
his old-fashioned ingenuity. The times called for innovation, and the home mechanics of the perio
rose to that call, using the rawest of materials, a minimum of technology, and a maximum o
ingenuity.
This book captures the spirit of that time. It is filled with sparks to fire the young imagination—
straight from the pages of Popular Mechanics books and magazines spanning the first two decades o
the twentieth century. In making this book, we changed very little, allowing the style of writing t
evoke the tenor of the times. Some of these topics are quaintly dated. Some, such as passages o
setting up camp on an outdoors trip, are still useful and applicable even though the attendant fixture
and technology have changed quite a bit. Others, such as a mission-style candlestick or any of
number of handcrafted toys, are right at home in our modern lives. And, of course, there are thos
topics which are simply too odd, bizarre, or funny to leave out—the sail for a boy’s wagon and
mirror for rowing a boat come to mind.
Given the wide range of projects in these pages, it’s a sure bet there’s something here for kids of a
ages. The young child will no doubt be enchanted by the idea of a toy donkey whose head and ta
move as it’s pulled along. Older kids will be intrigued by the idea of making their own “parlor cu
alley” game, or a ukulele they can really play. And anyone can delight in the idea of a tree swing tha
moves in great exhilarating circles.
It is, however, important to point out what may already be obvious: These projects have not bee
updated. We’ve left them largely as they first appeared. The modern reader must realize that at th
time of first publication, available materials and tools were severely limited by today’s standards. S
when tackling any of the projects, feel free to substitute more modern techniques, equipment, an
hardware. Children should not undertake any projects in this book without adult supervision. And
should go without saying—but is important enough to reiterate—use all necessary safety precaution
called for in today’s workshop.
However, you certainly don’t have to get your hands dirty to enjoy this book. The topics and tex
itself make for entertaining reading and say as much about history as they do about skills and crafting
So enjoy a trip to the not-sodistant past and bygone pastimes, courtesy of Popular Mechanics, the
and now.

The Edito
Popular Mechanic

{CHAPTER 1 }

WORKSHOP TOOLS
and PROJECTS

USEFUL TOOLS for HOME
MECHANICS
— MAKING T-SQUARES —

The making of a single article of any kind presents a distinct problem in itself, but the production o

a large number of the same article must be done in a different way, if efficiency and uniformity in th
product are desirable qualities. For instance, making a large number of T-squares means the materia
is not made up in the same manner as for one. A number of these instruments were required and wer
made as follows, with no other equipment than bench tools and a band saw. The squares were made o
mahogany, having both stock and blade edged with maple. The blades were fastened to the stock wit
five -in. button-head screws.
The material for the heads and the blades was glued up and finished to the sizes given in A and B
The material was cut to gauge lines on the band saw, the blades being a scant in. thick, and th
stocks, in. Two of each were cut from each prepared piece, first from one side and then from th
other. They were then faced off on both sides and two more pieces cut. With careful cutting, six blade
and six stocks were made from each piece. This left one side of each piece to be planed after sawin
The holes for the screws were drilled with a small hand drill.

STOCK AND BLADE MATERIAL FOR MAKING
THE PARTS, AND THE JIG FOR ASS EMBLING.

For assembling, a jig was made by nailing a piece of stock, in. thick, to a straight drawing boar
One end of the piece was planed straight and true before it was fastened into place. Stops we
provided to locate the stock and hold the blade square with it. Wedges were used to keep both stoc
and blade against the stops while the screws were inserted. The wedges were not driven with
hammer, but pushed in firmly with the fingers.

DIMENSIONS FOR A T-SQUARE OF WHICH A
NUMBER WERE TO BE MADE IN DUPLICATE.

— A COMBINATION TOOL —

Combining a square, plumb, and rule, the tool illustrated is well worth the slight time and troub

required in making it. Wood is used for the T-shaped piece, the long edge of which is graduated i

inches and fractions, while the angles at the corners are used as squares. The plumb consists of
weighted pendulum made from a piece of clock spring. Brads or pins are inserted at the proper poin
on the three ends of the device to indicate the true plumb line, when using the tool to test the level of
surface.

— HOMEMADE CARPENTER’S VISE —

The sketch shows an easily made, quick-working vise composed exclusively of wood that has prove

very satisfactory. The usual screw is replaced by an open bar held on one end by a wedge-shape
block, and the excess taken up on the other end by an eccentric lever. The wedge is worked by a strin
passing through the top of the bench and should be weighted on the other end to facilitate th
automatic downward movement. The capacity of the vise, of course, depends on the size and shape o
the wedge-shaped block.

VISE MADE ENTIRELY OF WOOD.

— GROOVE CUTTER FOR WOOD —

Having occasion to cut some grooves in a board and not being properly equipped for such work,

made the tool shown in the sketch. Although rather crude in appearance it will do good work
properly made. It consists of a handle, A, shaped to afford a comfortable grip for the hand, and
cutter, B, made of a short piece of hacksaw blade, clamped along the left side of the handle by the str
C, which is held with screws. A pin, D, driven into the handle and allowed to project about in
prevents the blade from sliding back under the clamp. For guiding the blade, the arrangement F
employed. An extension, E, is nailed on the right side of the handle, and holes made near each end fo
two screws having round heads, such as may be obtained from discarded dry batteries. These screw
are for securing the sliding stop F, which is a flat piece of hardwood. The wood has slots cut near th
end for screws to pass through to provide for adjustment.
In use, the guide F is adjusted until it is the desired distance from the cutter and then secured by th
screws. The tool is handled like a plane, care being taken not to bear down too hard, because the cutt
may bind and cause it to be pulled from the clamp. In cutting a groove, two slots are cut and the stoc
between them removed with a chisel.

TWO SLOTS ARE MADE WITH THE CUTTER, AND THE STOCK BETWEEN
THEM REMOVED WITH A CHISEL.

— A CARPENTER’S GAUGE —

The home workshop can be supplied with a carpenter’s gauge, without any expense, by the use of

large spool and a round stick of wood. The stick should be dressed to fit the hole in the spool snug
and a small brad driven through one end so that the point will protrude about in.
The adjustment of the gauge is secured by driving the stick in the hole in the direction desired.
better way and one that will make the adjusting easy is to file the point end of a screw eye flat and us
it as a set screw through a hole in the side of the spool.

ROUND STICK IN A SPOOL.

— BLOCK PLANE CONVERTED
FOR USE ON CIRCULAR WORK —

Few amateur craftsmen can afford to own a circular plane, yet this tool is decidedly necessary fo

such round work as tabletops, half-round shelves, segments, and the like. Any ordinary block plan
will accomplish such work if equipped as illustrated. A piece of half-round hardwood is cut the widt
of the plane and attached with countersunk machine screws, as indicated. The block elevates the re
end of the plane, causing it to follow the curve of the work on which it is used.

— HOMEMADE CALIPERS —

A good pair of calipers can be easily and quickly made by anyone in the following manner: Procure
piece of spring wire about 15 in. long and bend it as shown in the sketch, allowing the ends to poi
inward or outward as the style demands. A loop of heavy wire is fastened around the center so that
can be slid back and forth along the wire. This serves the purpose of an adjuster.

THE SPRING WIRE IS BENT SO THAT THE
POINTS TURN IN OR OUT AS DESIRED.

— A HANDY DRILL GAUGE —

The accompanying sketch shows a simple drill gauge that will be found very handy for amateurs. Th

gauge consists of a piece of hardwood, ¾ in. thick, with a width and length that will be suitable for th
size and number of drills you have on hand. Drill a hole through the wood with each drill you have an
place a screw eye in one end to be used as a hanger. When you want to drill a hole for a pipe, bol

screw, etc., you use the gauge to determine what size drill must be used in drilling the hole.

DRILL GAUGE.

THE VERSATILE QUERL
and OTHER UTENSILS
— A TABLE KNIFE SHARPENER —

The knife sharpener shown can be easily made of two pieces of thin wood, such as cigar-box cover

about 2 in. wide and 2½ in. long, and two discarded safety-razor blades of the heavier type. Lay th
wood pieces together and saw a slot down the center for about 1¾ in. Lay the two razor blades at a
angle of about 2 degrees on each side of the slot, as shown, fasten them to one of the boards, an
securely attach the other board over them.

To sharpen a knife, run it through the slot two or three times. The sharpener can be fastened with
hinge so that it will swing inside of the drawer or box that the knives are kept in, and it will always b
ready for use.

— CLEAN PENCIL SHARPENER —

Pencils may be sharpened without spreading the dust from them by the use of the device shown in th

illustration. A piece of emery paper is fixed to one side of the cover of the box. By turning over th
cover with a handle after a pencil has been sharpened, the dust may be dropped into the box an
removed from time to time.

— NAIL CARRIER MADE OF CANS —

Four ordinary tin cans, fastened to a wooden block as shown in the illustration, make a serviceab

and practical carrier for nails, staples, or similar materials used in making repairs on the farm or in th
shop. The tops of the cans are cut out carefully and the edges smoothed so as not to injure the han
when removing nails from them. The tops are cut to the shape shown and attached to the block. Th
handle is provided, making it convenient to carry the contrivance. If cans made with covers that ma
be pried off are used, the central block should be extended and the handle nailed directly to it.

— KNIFE, FORK, AND SPOON HOLDER —

This holder is made of a piece of sheet copper of sufficient thickness to support the number of piece

of cutlery used. The piece is notched to admit the different pieces, and its back edge is bent at rig
angles to provide means of fastening it to a support, a wall, or the back of the kitchen cabinet. It wi
save space as well as time, because it is much as time, because it is much easier to grasp one of th
articles when wanted than if they are kept in a drawer.

THE HOLDER KEEPS THE CUTLERY IN A
POSITION FOR EASY SELECTION AND GRASPING.

— THE VERSATILE QUERL —

“Querl” is the German name for a kitchen utensil that may be used as an eggbeater, potato mashe

or lemon squeezer. For beating an egg in a glass, mixing flour and water, or stirring cocoa o
chocolate, it is as good as anything on the market.
This utensil is made of hardwood, preferably ash or maple. A circular piece about 2 in. in diamete
is cut from ½ in. stock and shaped like a star as shown in Fig. 1, and a -in. hole bored in the cent
for a handle. The handle should be at least 12 in. in length and fastened in the star as shown in Fig. 2.
In use, the star is placed in the dish containing the material to be beaten or mixed, and the handle
rapidly rolled between the palms off the hands.

QUERL MADE OF WOOD.

— EGGSHELLS AS FLOWERPOTS —

Here is a novel method of caring for small plants until they are ready to be set out in the garde

Holes were bored in the bottom of the till of an old trunk and eggshells fitted into them. Seeds we
planted in the shells and names of the varieties were marked on them. The arrangement is compac
and when the plants are ready for planting, the shells may be broken, and the plants set witho
disturbing the roots.

IN the WORKSHOP
— GUIDE FOR CUTTING MORTISES —

After spending considerable time in cutting one mortise in a piece to make the settee described

Popular Mechanics magazine, I devised the plan shown in the sketch, which enabled me to cut all th
mortises required in the time that I cut one in the ordinary manner. Two metal plates, one of which
shown in the sketch, having perfectly straight edges, are clamped on the piece with the straight edg
on the line of the mortise. A hacksaw is applied through holes bored at the ends and a cut sawed alon
against the metal edges.

— HOW TO LOCK A TENONED JOINT —

A tenon placed in a blind mortise can be permanently fastened, when putting the joints together, b

two wedges driven in the end grain of the wood. In some cases, where the wood to be used is very dr
and brittle, it is advisable to dip the tenon in warm water before applying the glue. The glue must b
applied immediately after the tenon is removed from the water, and then inserted in the mortise. Th
sketch shows the application of the wedges as the tenon is forced into place.

WEDGES IN TENON.

— SAWHORSE WITH COLLAPSIBLE CASTERS —

To save the labor required to carry a sawhorse from one work site to another, a workman equipped
with a set of collapsible casters, as shown in the drawing. The caster axles are inserted through slots

the legs of the sawhorse, and washers and cotter pins are used on the projecting ends to prevent sid
play. A simple system of wooden toggle levers raises and lowers the casters from the floor. To lowe
the wheels, when it is desired to move the horse, the handle is pushed inward. To remove them from
contact with the floor the handle is given an outward pull.

A SAWHORSE EQUIPPED WITH A SET OF CASTERS. BROUGHT TO
BEAR AGAINST THE FLOOR BY PRESS URE ON TOGGLE LEVERS,
THE CASTERS MAKE CHANGES OF LOCATION EASY.

— SLIDING BOX COVER FASTENER —

While traveling through the country as a watchmaker, I found it quite convenient to keep my sma

drills, taps, small brooches, etc., in boxes with sliding covers. To keep the contents from spilling o
getting mixed in my cases, I used a small fastener as shown in the accompanying illustration. Th
fastener is made of steel or brass and fastened by means of small screws or tacks on the outside of th
box. A hole is drilled on the upper part to receive the pin that is driven into the sliding cover. This pi
should not stick out beyond the thickness of the spring, which is bent up at the point so the pin wi
freely pass under it. The pin can be driven through the cover to prevent it from being pulled entire
out of the box.

— HOLDING WOOD IN A SAWBUCK —

Anyone who has used a sawbuck knows how inconvenient it is to have a stick roll or lift up as th

saw blade is pulled back for the next cut. With the supplementary device shown in the sketch, whic
can be easily attached to the sawbuck, these troubles will be eliminated. It consists of two crosspiece
hinged to the back uprights of the sawbuck and a foot-pressure stirrup fastened to their front ends a
shown. Spikes are driven through the crosspieces so that their protruding ends will gouge into the stic

of wood being sawed. The stirrup is easily thrown back for laying a piece of wood in the crotch.

THE HOLDING ATTACHMENT EASILY ADJUSTS
ITSELF TO THE STICK OF WOOD PLACED
IN THE CROTCH.

— REMOVABLE DRAWER STOP —

When I least expect it, the small-tool drawers of my tool chest have often dropped out after I had le

them partly open. The result was a waste of time in picking up the tools, not to mention the possib
injury to them. I made small clips, like those shown in the sketch, fitted to the back of the drawers a
in A. When it is desired to remove the clips, the portion that extends above the drawer may be ben
forward. This is necessary only where the space above the drawer is small. The clips may be mad
large enough to fit drawers of various sizes.

— CUTTING THIN WOODEN DISKS —

Instead of cutting thin wooden disks with a coping saw, making it necessary to smooth off th

circumference of the disk, more satisfactory results may be had by the following method: Determin
the center from which the circumference of the disk is to be struck. Drive a nail through a strip o
wood about 1 in. wide and ½ in. thick, and into the center of the proposed disk. At a point on the stri
so as to strike the circumference of the disk, drive two sharp brads as shown in the sectional view o
the sketch. Arrange them to act as saw teeth by driving them at an angle, with a slight space betwee
the points. By grasping the end of the strip and drawing it carefully around the center a number o
times, the disk may be cut cleanly. By cutting from one side nearly through the board, and the

finishing the cut from the other, an especially good job results.

DRAW THE STRIP WITH ITS SAW-TOOTH BRADS
AROUND THE CENTER, CUTTING OUT THE DISK.

— HOMEMADE WORKBENCH —

The first appliance necessary for the boy’s workshop is a workbench. The average boy who desires t

construct his own apparatus can make the bench as described herein. Four pieces of 2- by 4-in. pin
are cut 23 in. long for the legs, and a tenon made on each end of them, ½ in. thick, 3½ in. wide, and 1
in. long, as shown in A and B, Fig. 1. The crosspieces at the top and bottom of the legs are made fro
the same material and cut 20 in. long. A mortise is made 1¼ in. from each end of these pieces and i
the narrow edge of them, as shown at C and D, Fig. 1. The corners are then cut sloping from the edg
of the leg out and to the middle of the piece, as shown. When each pair of legs is fitted to a pair o
crosspieces they will form the two supports for the bench. These supports are held together and brace
with two braces or reconnecting pieces of 2- by 4-in. pine, 24 in. long. The joints are made betwee
the ends of these pieces and the legs by boring a hole through each leg and into the center of each en
of the braces to a depth of 4 in., as shown in J, Fig. 2. On the backside of the braces bore hole
intersecting the other holes, for a place to insert the nut of a bolt as shown in HH. Four -by 6-in. bol
are placed in the holes bored, and the joints are drawn together as shown at J. The ends of the tw
braces must be sawn off perfectly square to make the supports stand up straight.
In making this part of the bench be sure to have the joints fit closely and to draw the bolts up tig
on the stretchers. There is nothing quite so annoying as to have the bench support sway while work
being done on its top. It would be wise to add a cross brace on the backside to prevent any rockin
while planing boards, if the bench is to be used for large work.
The main top board M, Fig. 2, may be either made from one piece of 2- by 12-in. plank, 3½ ft. lon
or made up of 14 strips of maple, in. thick by 2 in. wide, and 3½ ft. long, set on edge, each str
glued and screwed to its neighbor. When building up a top like this be careful to put the strips togethe
with the grain running in the same direction so the top may be planed smooth. The back board N is th
same length as the main top board M, 8½ in. wide and only in. thick, which is fitted into a ½ i
rabbet in the back of the board M. These boards form the top of the bench, and are fastened to the to
pieces of the supports with long screws. The board E is 10 in. wide and nailed to the back of the benc
On top of this board and at right angles with it is fastened a 2½ in. board, F. These two boards are i
thick and 3½ ft. long. Holes are bored or notches are cut in the projecting board, F, to hold tools.
Details of the vise are shown in Fig. 3, which is composed of a 2- by 6-in. block 12 in. long, in

which is fastened an iron bench screw, S. Two guide rails, GG, by 1½ in. and 20 in. long, a
fastened into mortises of the block as shown in KK, and they slide in corresponding mortises in a piec
of 2- by 4-in. pine bolted to the underside of the main top board as shown in L. The bench screw nut
fastened in the 2- by 4-in. piece, L, between the two mortised holes. This piece, L, is securely nailed
one of the top crosspieces, C, of the supports and to a piece of 2-by 4-in. pine, P, that is bolted to th
undersides of the top boards at the end of the bench.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION OF HOMEMADE WORKBENCH.

— SAFETY CHOPPING BLOCK —

Chopping of pieces of wood, which must be broken into short lengths, is often dangerous. Th

chopping block shown in the illustration was designed to overcome this element of danger and it ma
be used for chopping small kindling wood as well as for breaking up heavier pieces. When the blow
struck on the wood to be broken, the pieces are thrown away from the person chopping. The sketc
shows the device in use for the chopping of short pieces of wood, and the heavy portion may be use
as a seat. The smaller sketch shows how the block is built up of 2-in. planks, bolted together.

THIS CHOPPING BLOCK MAKES FOR SAFETY
IN THAT PIECES CHOPPED ARE THROWN
AWAY FROM THE WORKER.

— HOMEMADE PICTURE-FRAME MITER BOX —

Any person wishing to make a picture frame or to cut down an old one requires a miter box for th

purpose so that the molding may be properly held while sawing it, and also for nailing the corne
together. I made a miter box, as shown, and found it to be just the thing for this purpose. It is built o
a base similar to an overturned box, the saw guides being held on the ends of a piece, constructed a
shown in A. Holes are cut in the top, as shown in B, for one of the guides and for the two wedges. Tw
pieces, C, are fastened with their outer edges at perfect right angles on the top.
The frame parts are clamped against the pieces on top with the wedges driven in between the fram
parts and the brackets DD. After cutting the frame parts they are held tightly in place while fastenin
them, in any manner desired.

HOMEMADE MITER BOX FOR SAWING FRAME MOLDING AND
TO HOLD THE PARTS FOR FASTENING TOGETHER.

— BOX COVER WITHOUT HINGES —

Two ordinary boxes may be fitted together as one without using hinges if nails or screws are inserte

at points along the edges so that they will slip into holes bored at corresponding points in the edges o
the other box. The nail heads or screw heads should be filed off or cut off after being placed
position.

BOX COVER USING PINS INSTEAD OF
HINGES TO KEEP IT IN PLACE.

UNDER LOCK and KEY
— SIMPLE LOCK FOR DRAWER OR CHEST —

A simple lock for a drawer or chest, which will make it impossible for anyone not in on the secret
open the drawer without resorting to force, can be made in a few minutes.

A piece of stiff wire is bent to the shape shown in the drawing and fastened to the inside of th
drawer case with screw eyes. A piece of spring wire is wrapped around a rod to make a compressio
spring, which is slipped over the staple provided for the stem of the lock. This spring locks the draw
automatically when it is closed. A hook, bent on the upper end of the wire, fits into a slot cut in th
underside of the chest top. The front of this slot is fitted with a brass wearing plate against which th

hook bears. The lock is opened by a bent-wire key, inserted into the keyhole and turned until the ben
end comes over the stem end of the lock, which is pulled forward.

— SIMPLE CONCEALED LOCKING DEVICE
FOR CASES OF DRAWERS —

A simple method of providing a homemade locking device for a tier of drawers is shown in th

sketch. The use of only one keyed lock is necessary, as is common in manufactured cases. This
applicable to new or old cases, where a space of about 1½ in. is available between the back of th
drawers and the rear of the case.
The device as detailed consists of a locking bar sliding in guides, screwed or fastened to the back o
the case. Attached to the bar are latches one less in number than there are drawers and spaced apart th
distance that each drawer top is above the one below. The upper latch is the master feature. The top o
this is beveled off, forcing it downward when the top drawer is closed. The locking bar with the oth
latches also moves down, and the latch fingers engage the backs of the drawers. The connecting bar
operated by a light coil spring set on a shouldered rod at the bottom of the bar, as detailed.

The master latch may be attached at any place on the bar, and should be placed at the bottom drawe
for cases too high to be reached handily. To make the device for a small space, a ½ in. metal rod wit
metal fingers clamped on can be used. Metal striking plates are then put on the back edges of th
drawers.

— WOODEN LOCK WITH COMBINATION KEY —

The lock shown in the sketch and detailed drawings is made entirely of wood, and it is near

impossible to pick or open it without the use of the key. The casing of the lock is 5 by 5 in. and 1 i
thick, of hardwood, oak being suitable for this as well as for the other parts. Three tumblers, a bol
and a keeper are required. The key is shown inserted, indicating how the tumblers are raised by it. Th
bolt is slotted and a screw placed through it to prevent it from being moved too far. The lock an
keeper are bolted into place on a door with carriage bolts, the heads being placed on the outer side.
The detailed drawing shows the parts, together with the dimensions of each, which must b
followed closely. The lock casing is grooved with two grooves extending the length of the grain an
connected by open mortises, all ½ in. in depth. The spacing of the mortises and the grooves is show
in the views of the casing. Three tumblers, ½ in. square and 2½ in. long, are required. The bolt is ½ b
1 by 8 in., and the key ½ by ¾ by 5½ in., and notched as shown. All the parts of the lock must be fitte
carefully, sandpapered smooth, and oiled to give a finish that will aid in the operation, as well a
protect the wood. Aside from its practical use, this lock is interesting as a piece of mechanic
construction.

ABOVE:

THIS LOCK IS MADE ENTIRELY OF WOOD AND CANNOT BE PICKED EASILY.

BELOW: THE DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION MUST BE OBSERVED CARE-FULLY AND
THE PARTS MADE ACCURATELY TO ENSURE SATISFACTORY OPERATION.
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